
Ellen Lupton:
Leading + Line Spacing



The distance from the baseline of one 
line of type to another is called line 
spacing. It is also called leading, in ref-
erence to the strips of lead used to 
separate lines of metal type. The default 
setting in most layout and imaging 
software is 120% of the type size. Thus 
10-pt type is set with 12 pts of line 
spacing. Designers play with line spac-
ing in order to create distinctive lay-
outs. Reducing the standard distance 
creates a denser typographic color—
while risking collisions between 
ascenders and descenders.
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6/6 scala  
(7 pt type with 7 pts line 
spacing, or “set solid”)
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variations in line spacing

line spacing

Designers adjust line spacing to create different textures.



o livro amerelo do terminal Book spread, 2008. 
Designer: Vanessa Barbara with Elaine Ramos and Maria 
Carolina Sampaio. Publisher: cosac naify. 

line spacing: experimental

Staggered lines with extreme spacing allow lines of type to show through from the other side.



visionary cities: the arcology of 
paolo soleri. Book, 1970. Design: Paolo 
Soleri. This classic work of postmodern 
design uses ultra-tight line spacing to create 
dramatic density on the page. Produced 
long before the era of digital page layout, 
this book exploited the possibilities of 
phototypesetting and dry transfer lettering.

The designer has created an extreme texture with ultra-tight line spacing.



cranbrook design:  
the new discoUrse 
Book, 1990. Designers: 
Katherine McCoy, P. Scott 
Makela, and Mary Lou 
Kroh. 

A complex yet readable effect is created by experimenting with line spacing.

line spacing: experimental




